
LOSS OF CONTROL—VOLUNTARY GLISSADE
Wyoming, Grand Teton National Park, Owen Couloir
On June 9, 1992, H. Kammeyer (33) and his partner departed from a high camp at the 
Lower Saddle for an ascent of the complete Exum Ridge route on the Grand Teton. They 
completed the route, reaching the summit of the Grand around 1200. They then success
fully descended to the Upper Saddle.

Both then started down the standard descent in the Owen Couloir below the Upper 
Saddle. Kammeyer elected to descend the snow in the couloir while his partner descended 
a rock rib. The snow near the top of the couloir was described by Kammeyer as being soft 
and wet.

Kammeyer passed his partner in a sitting glissade. He watched as Kammeyer appeared 
to accelerate in his glissade about 50 yards below the Upper Saddle. He approached a 
cliff band in the couloir about 100 feet high and attempted to use his ice axe to self-arrest,



by putting the pick of his axe into the snow with only one hand gripping the shaft of the 
axe. The ice axe was ripped out of his hand and he cartwheeled several times before 
falling over the lip of the cliff band and out of sight of his partner.

With no visual or voice contact with the victim, the partner continued down the stan
dard descent. After 25 minutes, he saw Kammeyer lying motionless on the snow about 
100 feet above the Black Dike. He had fallen down the mixed snow and rock for a vertical 
distance of about 800 feet. After another five minutes or so, the partner reached Kammeyer.

The partner reported that he initially examined the victim and found him to be con
fused, disoriented and did not know who his partner was. He appeared to have sustained 
two broken arms, a head injury and possible rib fractures. He was conscious, however, 
and was able to stand since he did not appear to have injured his legs. Remarkably, the 
partner was able to assist Kammeyer down to their camp at the Lower Saddle. Upon 
reaching camp, he put his partner in a sleeping bag in their tent and enlisted the help of 
other climbers at the Saddle.

The partner left the Lower Saddle at 1620 to descend Garnet Canyon and report the 
accident. At 1730, he met ranger Larson on the Garnet trail as Larson was descending 
from a mountain patrol of Irene's Arete. Larson reported the incident via radio. At 1732, 
I requested dispatch of the park contract helicopter. It landed at Lupine Meadows at 
1824. The helicopter landed on the Lower Saddle and ranger personnel reached the 
victim at 1839.

Ranger personnel evaluated and stabilized Kammeyer with C-collar and backboard, 
assisted by a physician who happened to be in the area. They then initiated a carry of the 
patient from his camp to the helispot. At 1929, the helicopter, with the victim and Ranger 
Dorward on board, left the Saddle for a direct flight to St. John's Hospital in Jackson, 
arriving there at 1937.

Kammeyer was reported to have sustained: bilateral wrist fractures, a right side 
pneumothorax, and fractures of T-8, T-12 and C4-7.

Analysis
Kammeyer was wearing a climbing helmet at the time of his fall. The helmet was exten
sively damaged in the fall and quite probably saved his life or prevented an even worse 
head injury. The cause of the accident was an inability to self-arrest on snow due to im
proper technique. It was subsequently reported that prior to the accident, the wrist loop 
on the ice axe was broken. The partner indicated that earlier in the day Kammeyer had 
demonstrated proper self-arrest technique as they approached the climb. But at a critical 
moment when it most counted, he was unable to execute a self-arrest. (Source: Peter 
Armington, SAR Ranger, Grand Teton National Park)


